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基于随机加权 Bootstrap 方法 
 




研究中的一个经典问题。Box & Pierce (1970)提出的 Portmanteau 检验是目前最常用的一种白









序列和白噪声序列，依次同时使用传统 Portmanteau 检验方法和基于随机加权 Bootstrap 的检
验方法，实验结果验证了后者可以有效克服前者产生的水平扭曲、过度拒绝的问题，故后者
具有更加优良的水平性质；接着，将两种检验方法同时应用于一系列具有不同程度序列相关











































Testing for Multivariate White Noise under Unknown 




Testing for white noise has been widely applied to many problems in statistics and econometrics, such 
as effectiveness testing of financial market and adequacy checking for ARMA model. From the 
perspective of theoretical research, testing for white noise has been a classic topic in statistic theory. 
Proposed by Box and Pierce (1970), portmanteau test has become the most frequently used method 
to test the white noise. Francq and Raïssi (2007) pointed out that the traditional portmanteau test 
statistic for the multiple white noise under unknown dependence is no longer asymptotically 
distributed by null 𝜒2-distribution, which leaves the traditional portmanteau test to lose asymptotic 
validity. 
To resolve this problem, a random weighting method employed by Zhu (2016) in the context of 
univariate time series is extended to multivariate case to bootstrap the asymptotically valid critical 
value for the traditional portmanteau test statistic. 
Based on the asymptotic analysis of random weighting method, a bunch of Monte Carlo 
experiments have been utilized to investigate the finite-sample properties of the portmanteau test 
based on random weighting method. Traditional method and random weighting method are both used 
simultaneously to test the sample series generated from independent and identically distributed series, 
martingale difference sequences and white noise series respectively, and it turns out that with 
effectively undoing the size distortion and over-rejection caused by traditional method, the random 
weighting method has better performance in size property. Then we use two methods above to test 
the VARMA models with different auto-correlation patterns and find that random weighting method 
still performs well in terms of power property. Finally, some additional simulations are offered to 















the testing results are robust to the distribution of random weights in bootstrap steps while the finite-
sample properties are relatively sensitive to the heavy-tail characteristics of the tested data, especially 
when the sample size is small. 
At last, random weighting method, as well as the traditional method, has been applied to the real 
data example, 5-daily return observations of exchange rates of two Asian-Pacific currencies, namely 
the exchange rates of Malaysian ringgit-US dollar and Singapore dollar-US dollar, which has been 
analyzed by Tse (2000) and turns out to follow a CCC-GARCH(1, 1) process. The result of random 
weighting method shows that tested multiple return series are white noise indeed while the result of 
traditional method goes opposite. Considering the previous theoretical analysis, simulation results 
and statistical characteristics of sample data, we tend to accept the result of random weighting method, 
which exactly coincides with the conclusion given by Tse (2000). 
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实现。例如，如果某个 ARM A 模型对给定数据的拟合足够充分，残差序列应该接近白噪
































𝑥𝑡 = ∑ 𝜑𝑖𝑥𝑡−𝑖
𝑝
𝑖=1






序列{𝜀𝑡}满足独立同分布的上述 ARMA 模型称为强 ARMA 模型。对应地，随机扰动序列












Portmanteau 检验可以描述为：给定某一正整数𝑚 > 𝑝 + 𝑞，原假设 𝐻0: 𝜌1 = ⋯ = 𝜌𝑚 = 0，
备择假设𝐻1:存在𝑖使得𝜌𝑖 ≠ 0，其中𝑖 ∈ {1, … , 𝑚}，并且检验统计量为 
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